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ABSTRACT. Let S be a completely 0-simple semigroup and F be an algebraically closed field.

Then for each 0-minimal right ideal M of S, M B U C U {0}, where B is a right group and C

is a zero semigroup. Also, a matrix representation for S other than Rees matrix is found for the

condition that the semigroup ring R(F, S) is semisimple Artinian.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

A semigroup S is a set of elements together with an associative, binary operation defined on

S. A nonempty subset A of a semigroup S is a left (right) ideal of S if SA C_ A(AS C_ A). A is a

two-sided ideal of S if it is both a left ideal and a right ideal of S. A is said to be a minimal (left,

right) ideal of S if, for any (left, right) ideal B, B C_ A implies B A. A (left, right) ideal A of

S is said to be 0-minimal if whenever there is a (left, right) ideal B of S contained in A, either

B A or B {0}. S is a 0-simple semigroup if S 7 {0} and {0} is the only proper ideal of S.

An element e in S is called an idempotent if e e. Let E be the set of idempotents. Define

e _< f if ef e re. Then a nonzero idempotent is said to be primitive if it is minimal with

respect to _< and S is said to be completely 0-simple if it is 0-simple and contains a primitive

idempotent.

Let F be a field. A semigroup ring R(F, S) is an associative F-algebra with the semigroup

S as its basis and with multiplication defined distributively using the semigroup multiplication

in S. If I is a (left, right) ideal of S then the semigroup ring R(F, I) is a (left, right) ideal of

R(F, S). For each fi in R(F, S), fi ,eS,,,,eFO.z such that only a finite number of c’s are

nonzero. The set

zES,az 6F

is called the support of fi and by the length of fi we mean the number of distinct elements in
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Supp(5) and denote it by

An n x n matrix A (a,j) is called a nono-row natrix if at most one row of A contains

nonzero entries; i.e. au 0 for all i,3 except *0 for some s0. Let T be a semigroup and let

3,4(n, r) be the set of all the n x n mono-row matrices over r. Then M(n, T) is a semigroup

with matrix multiplication as its operation.

Throughout this paper, S denotes a completely 0-simple semigroup, F denotes an alge-

braically closed field, R(F, T) means the senigroup algebra generated by a semigroup T, and

R= R(F,S).
2. O-MINIMAL RIGHT IDEALS.

Since S is completely 0-simple, it is shown in [1] that S is regular and contains at least one

0-minimal right ideal. Let M be such a 0-minimal right ideal. Then AI eS for some primitive

idempotent e which serves as a left identity in M. Suppose there exists a nonzero element a in

S such that aS O. Then a ash {0} which contradicts the regularity of S. Therefore for all

nonzero a in S, aS 7 O. Hence, M B U C U 0} where

B {b e MlbS M bM} (2.1)

and

C {c 6 MIcS M andcM 0}. (2.2)

PROPOSITION 2.1. B is a right group; i.e. B G x E where G is a group and E is a right

zero semigroup.

PROOF. B is a semigroup because, for all bl, b2 6 B,

(blb:)S bl(b2S) bM M (2.3)

and

(b)M b(b2M) bM M. (2.4)

In order to be a right group, B has to be right simple and contain a primitive idempotent.

Obviously, the generator e of MisinB for eS M eM. So B q). Given any b B, if

bin1 brn:, for rnl, rn2 M, then ebern ebem2, since e is a left identity of M. But from [1]

we know that eSe is a group with 0 and identity e. So ebe must have an inverse b in eSe. Thus

rrt em bt(b)ml bt(lb)m2 era2 m2. (2.5)

Therefore bm bm2 if and only if rn rn2. Now given a, b 6 B, a 6 M bM implies a =bm

for some rn M. rn must be in B; otherwise aM b(rnM) 0 contradicts the assumption that

a B. Hence bB B for all b B. Therefore, B is a right group and B G x E where G is a

group and E is a right zero semigroup.

Let q0 be the identity of G. Then (g0, e), for any e E, is a left identity of B and of M.

Given any b 6 B and c 6 C, (bc)S b(cS) bM M and (bc)M b(cM) 0 imply that
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C bC. In particular, (g0, e)c c. Conversely, if (g, e)c c for some g G, then cs (go, e)
for some s S becausc cS M. Hence

(, ) (, )(g0, ) (,) c (go, ); (2.6)

i.e. g=g0. So(g,e)c=cforanycC g=g0. Using this result and denotingd =(g,e)d
forg Gandd C, weget

d9 dh d (g-lh, e)d :=, g-lh go == g h. (2.7)

PROPOSITION 2.2. Fix an element e E. Then there exists a subset D in C such that

every c C can be uniquely expressed by d for some g G and d D.

PROOF. For the fixed e, consider the collection

‘4 {A C Cl(g,e)A C_ C and (g,e)a 7/= (h,e)as for all g,h G and al 7 as A}. (2.8)

Suppose B is a chain in ‘4. Then for any distinct al and a2 in tAB there exist A1, As / such

that al A1 and a2 As. Without loss of generosity, assume A1 C_ A2. Then hi,as As.
Then (g, e)al 7 (h, e)a2 for all g, h G; i.e. tAB C ,4. By Zorn’s Lemma, ,4 contains a maximal

element D and so every c C can be uniquely expressed as c da for some g G and d D.

Otherwise D tA {c} C_ ,4 which is contradictary to the nature of D.

With the result of Proposition 2.2, let us denote (g, d) (g, e)d for each (g, e)d C. Then

(h, f)(g, d) (h, f)(g, e)(go, e)d (hg, d)

for all g,h G, f E, and d D. We conclude that (g,y)(h,x) (gh, x) for all g,h G,f
_
E,

and x E t.J D.

According to the Rees Theorem in [1], a completely 0-simple semigroup can be represented

by a regular Rees m x n matrix semigroup, M(H; m, n; P) over the group H, with an n x rn

sandwich matrix P. While the group H means the -class of an idempotent e, we can see that

Gx{e}-eSe=H.
For each s S, sM is either {0} or a 0-minimal right ideal. So S Us,M, where qX (go, e)

and sM 7 sjM for all # j. Furthermore, s,M B, tA C, tA {0} for each with

B, {b s,M[bS s,M b(s,M)}

and

C, {c 6- s,M[cS- s,M and c(s,M)= {0}}. (2.11)

Choose s S so that sM is 0-minimal. Note that s sM; otherwise s =tm for some other 0-

minimal right ideal tM. If m B then sM traM tM; while m C implies sM traM O.

So sS sM siM for some i. Given rn M, we have

srn B, ,=, (srn)S s,M sM (sm)sM ,=, ms B, (2.12)
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whilesm=O (sm)S=O <:== s(mS)=O m=O. (2.13)

Now if ms 6 C then M (ms)S (ms)M 0 causes a contradiction. So when srn 6 C,,
ms O. From here, wc get

(2.14)

for some m E M such that

XI’S (g, ) (g--l, )(m,)/21 (g-l, )(m.s)m2

(go, )’r/1 (go, )m2 1 m2.
(2.15)

3. SEMISIMPLE ARTINIAN SEMIGROUP ALGEBRAS.

Now consider the semigroup algebra R R(F, S) where S is a completely 0-simple semigroup.

We learned from [2] that a simple ideal in a scmisimple Artinian ring is isomorphic to a matrix

ring. With this in mind, we would like to see if this matrix ring can help us find a matrix

semigroup representing S.

First, let us look at two important properties.

PROPOSITION 3.1. (see [3]) If R(F, S) is right Artinian, then S is finite.

PROPOSITION 3.2. (see [1]) R(F, G) is semisimple Artinian if and only if chafF does not

divide [G[.
When S is finite, w gea(x) is an element of R. Let

J, {siw Z s,(g,x)[x
_
E tA D} (3.1)

for each and J UJ, in R. For e S, if (go,x)t 0 then (w)t aea(g,x)t 0 and if

(g0,z)t (h,y), for some y 6 EtA D and h e G, then

g.G

because G Gh. In addition, wew 7w with [G[ and e E. Consequently, each, R(F, Ji) is a right ideal and R(F, J) is an ideal of R.

LEMMA 3.3. If R is semisimple Artinian, then , is a minimal right ideal of such that

i j for all/and j and

PROOF. Suppose/] is a nonzero right ideal of contained in ,. Find a nonzero element

E .i so that t() in with respect to the basis J, is minimal. Suppose > 1 and write

? r,,., as,w,. Then for any j ,nd any y EtA D,
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must be 0 otherwise fis.w s,w has length 1 in i. contradicting t > 1. So f0g 0. But

since R is semisimple, so is J. Then fi 0, which is against the choice of ft. So g 1 and then

fi as,w, for some a F\{0} and x E O D. Since there exists S satisfying (g0,z)t B;
i.e. (g0,x)t (h,e) for some h G, and e E, we obtain

a(c-17-1tw) (as,wx)(-1,’/-ltwy) [--1StWxtWy

"/--1S,(WeWy) "/--18,(Wy) S,Wy.
(3.4)

But t(go,y) tM sjM for some j implies a-17-1twu . So s,wu , for all y E U D,

and . . That is, L is a minimal right ideal of

Note that J, f3 Jj for all j implies L Cl 0. By mapping s,w, to s,w, from L to

07j we obtain an isomorphism, hence L . Also J I,.Jtq=l Js, hence j (L"
PROPOSITION 3.4. If R is semisimple Artinian, 07 is a simple ideal of R.

PROOF Let be a nonzero ideal of R contained in o7. For each i, if Cl . 0 then

f3 L L. Given any 0 fi ’,,,, as,w in , if (g0, y)fi 0 for all y E U D then ]fi 0

and so fi 0, contradicting fi 0. So there exists y E U D such that

0 # (go,
a,s,z = EF,zEEUD

It follows that sj(go, y)fi 4 fq for each j and so @]i C_ .. Thus ff is simple

Under the assumption that F is algebraically closed, R is semisimple Artinian implies that

] is a matrix ring such that ] MatnF. As was mentioned by Jacobson[4], there exists a

set of matrix units {e,s } such that ]i ei, d. As we can see, each minimal right ideal ], is an

n-dimensional subspace of with basis J,. So IE U D] n and the number of the elements in

{ J, } is also n.

For each i, let 07i be isomorphic to the ith row-subspace in Mat,,F and use ---- to denote the

two correspoonding elements between the two sets. Then we have

0 0 0

s,w, - a a2 a,., ith where a, F for each x E U D. (3.6)

0 0 0

Let us begin by studying the first row. For any e E, recall that ww 7(w) and suppose

al a2 an I0 0 0
w, Then

0 0 0
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"),we 9’

(ll 2
0 0

0 ()

0

0

=a

al a2 n /0 0 0

0 0 0

As to d E D, we know that wdwd 0. So

O) l0 0

0 0 0

(3.7)

0 0 0 0
w " .. =:= 0

0 0 0 0

a2

O) IO 0

0 0 0

al a2 an
0 0 O

al .. al 0

0 0

(3.8)

,x2

We conclude that, for x E E U D, w= 7 ..
0 0

1, ifxEAzl O, ifxD"

In general, since siwewx 7S,Wx for each i, given s,w,

where

ith we obtain

0 0 0

"IS,W= al a2 a,, ith L 0
0 0 0

0 0 0

a7 ,= ,= , ith.

0 0 0

(.o)
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Consequently, s,wx al ,’zl ,x2

0 0

0

ith. Suppose there exists f <5 E\{e} and

0 0 0

s,w! " b b2 b, ith. Then

0 0 0

0 0 0

s,wlwx 7s,w = a A A A, ith ba

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

ith, (3.10)

hence a b # 0. Now let 3’, al. We get siwx " 7i

0 0 0

0 0 0

ith for each

x <5 E tO D. In order to study At,, we need to look at two different cases of si(go, z) for each

mad each i.

Case 1. If s,(go,x) 6_ Ci then (90,z)si 0 and w,s,wy = 0 for all !/q E U D. Thus

0 0 0

O=wswy7 "’i 7i Az A: A,, ith

0 0 0
0 0 0

Al A2 A

n/0 0
7A, 7i ..

0 0 0

(3.11)

But 3’ and 7i are not zero So A, 0.

Case 2. If si(go,z) <5 B, then (9o,z)si <5 B and (9o,z)s, (h,c) for some h E G and e <5 E.
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So w,s, we and w,s,wy wewy 7w for all y E E tO D. That is,

0

.. 3’ 7,

0 0 0 0 0 0
0

0
7A,% ...

0 0 0

zth

-IHence A, 7’7,

Let 71 7, we obtain our next proposition.

PROPOSITION 3.5.

0 0 0

0 0 0

ith, where A, 7(%)-1 if

s,(go,x) B,; and A,, 0 if s,(go,x) C,. Thus, for all x,y E U D, either

with both s,(go, x) and si(g0, !/) are in B, or A,, A, 0.

With this result, we are ready to find a representation for each element of S. Given x E EtOD,

let

f g,, if (go, x)s, (gi, e) e Bh, (3.13)0, if (go,x)s, O.

In particular,

f go, if z E Eh, (3.14)0, if D"

Define a mapping - S A4(n, G) by

0 0 0

(s,(g,x))=g hl h2 h=,= ith. (3.15)

0 0 0

is well-defined for if s,(g,x) sj(h,y) then j and (g,x) (h,y).

PROPOSITION 3.6. S is isomorphic to a left ideal of A4(n, G) and, for each i, there exists
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a E S such that

0 0 0

(a) gl g2 gn ith with g, 0. (3.16)

0 0 0

PROOF We first claim that is a monomorphism. By letting s,(g,x), sj(h,y) be any two

elements in L, we have

0 0 0

(s,(g,x))=g h h hn ithand (3.17)

0 0 0

0 0 0

(sj(h,y))=h h h hv, jth. (3.18)

0 0 0

SO

(s,(g,z))(sj(h,y) ghx,

0 0 0

h hvi h2 h,

0 0 0

ith. (3.19)

If (go,x)si e B, then (go, z)sj (hx,, e) and

(8i(g, z)sj(h, y)) (si(g, e)(h, e)(h, y))

(si(gh, h, y))

ghj h

0 0 0

h h h,

0 0 0

ith.

(3.20)

But if (go, z)sj 0 then h=, 0. In both cases, we see that

(s,(g,x))(sj(h,y)) (s,(g,x)s(h,y)). (3.21)
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Suppose (s,(g, x)) (s,(h, y)). Then

0 0 .... 0 /
0 0 0

g hl h2 hn ith=h h h2 hn jth. (3.22)

0 0 } 0 0 0

First, j. Next, gh hhk for all k. Then, for each k, either h, h 5 G or h 0 h.
Consequently, Ak A, for all k, and x y by Proposition 3.5. Thus g h and s,(g,x)

sj(h,y); i.e. is a monomorphism.

Now we want to show that (S) is a left ideal of .M(n, G). Given any si(g,x) e S with

0 0 0

(s,(g,x))=g h:l h: h. ith (3.23)

0 0 0

and any

0

jth E .M(n, GO), the product

0 0 0 0 0 0

bl b2 bn jth g ha h hn

0 0 0 0 0 0

ith

is still in (S). Therefore (S)is left ideal of M(n, G).
For each i, there exists x e E such that s,(go,x) e Bi, hence (go,x)s, (h,,,e) for some

e E. Thus (s,(go,x)) is an element in (S) whose iith entry is nonzero.

In order to show that R is semisimple Artinian, let us assume the following on a 0-simple

semigroup S:
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(i) S is finite,

(ii) S is isomorphic to a left ideal of an n x n mono-row matrix semigroup over a finite group

G, denoted by Y .Azi(n, GO), such that for each i, there exists an element a E S with

0 0 0

a 9a 92 9,., ith and g, :/:O,

0 0 0

(iii) the characteristic of F does not divide IG I.
By assumption(iii), R(F, G) is a semisimple Artinian ring. Then it is stated in [2] that is

the direct sum of its minimal left ideals which are generated by a set of orthorgonal idempotents

{fa,f2,"’f,} and the identity 1 fa + f2 +’"+ fp. Note that . R(F,M)= Mat,((). Let

(f). jthfor l<i<pandl<j <n.

Then {(f,)jj[i 1, 2, p; j 1, 2, n} is a set of orthorgonal idempotents in Q

such that ,,i(fi)ji is equal to the identity matrix in Q.

LEMMA 3.7 .4(f,)aj is a minimal left ideal of Q for each and j.

PROOF For each and j, the left ideal

all

./(f,)jj {
anl

aln ’".. ) (fi)jjlak, e [ for each k and l}
art

Also

jth (3.26)

all

anl

jth

aln 0 bafi 0

)a,,,
0 b,,f, 0

(3.27)
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ll

for all
aln

".. ) E Q. Since f, is a minimal left ideal of (, either biifi (fi
atlrl

or b,f 0. But if (bf 0 then b,. f, 0. So . jth

blf, 0

bnlfi 0

is either 0 or

](fi) for any

jth

0 bljft 0

0 bnjfi 0

That is, .4(fi)jj is a minimal left ideal

Let e,,

ith

0 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0

ith for each i. Then . $./4(fj)ii because

.,Q e fzl f @ (9 ./,4 h and (3.28)

(3.29)

Therefore .,Q is semisimple Artinian.

PROPOSITION 3.8 R

PROOF. For each i, there exists an element a S such that

0 0 0

a - ga g2 g ith

0 0 0

(3.30)

and g, # 0 by assumption (ii). Then
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ith

{th a E R(F, (S)), (3.31)

hence 0 R(F,(S))(f),, 4(f),,. It follows that R - af,4.

With all the properties found here, we obtain the major result,

THEOREM 3.9. Let F be an algebraically closed field and S be a 0-simple semigroup. Then

R is semisimple Artinian if and only if the following hold:

(1) S is finite;

(2) 5’ is isomorphic to a left ideal of a mono-row matrix semigroup .h4(n, G) where G eh’e

and e is an idempotent of S, such that for each i, there is an element a E 5’ with

(3) The characteristic of F does not divide [G[.
According to Theorem 5.20 in [1], the sandwich matrix P in the regular Rees matrix semi-

group, )t4(G; h,k; P), is nonsingular (in particular, h k). Here h k means the number of

distinct 0-minimal right (and left) ideals of S. So the size of P is the same as that of the mono-row

matrices found in this part.

Some readers may find that the representation described in Theorem 3.9 is a special case of

the dual Schutazenberger representation mentioned in [1]. But the approaches are different.

4. RELATION TO REES MATRIX REPRESENTATION.

Hereafter, we would like to check if we can find the Rees matrix representation from the

Main Theorem directly. First let us look at the left ideals generated by elements from E tO D.

LEMMA 4.1. S(9o, z) =/: S(go, y) for all distinct x, y E E tO D.’

PROOF. Suppose there exist x, y E E tO D such that 5"(go, x) 5"(go, y). Then

(go, ) (po, )(go, ) S(go, ) (go, :) (go, u)

for some s e S. s e M for ifsM = M then (go,x) M is a contradiction. Ifs e C then

(go, x) s(go, y) 0 which causes another contradiction. So s must be in B and s (g, f) for

some g G and f E E. Hence

(go, x) (g, f)(go, Y) (g, Y) ===> go g and x y. (4.2)
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Since the set E t.J D is finite, we can list the elements in an order with one of the element

e E E to be the first Using the same notations in [1], let (g0,zx) qx, s,(go,e) r,, and

qxr,, if qxr, E Hllpx,
0, otherwise (4.3)

The lemma above helps us obtaining the nonsingular sandwich matrix P (px,) over HI (which
is the same as G). Note that for each i, px, (go,xx)s,(go,e) h,x,. So

hel he2 hen

P= h: h:2 h, (4.4)

h:.a h:.2 h’..

and for each s S

0 0 0

s=g h h.

0 0 0

ith

(4.5)

si(g, xx)= s,(go,e)(g,e)(go,xx)

r,(g, e)qx (g)ix; the Rees matrix.

This shows the relation between the Rees matrix and the matrix described in this article.
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